This paper deals with Intuitionistic Fuzzy Linear Programming Problems(IFLPPs) using Symmetric Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Numbers(STIFNs) and the arithmetic operations defined on them. A special ranking function is presented in project environment to rank STIFN. An attempt has been made to solve the given IFLPP without converting them to crisp linear programming problems by using intuitionistic fuzzy simplex method and the algorithm is effective and reasonable as is evident from the results of a numerical example.
INTRODUCTION
In today's dynamic and unpredictable business environment, companies face the tremendous challenge of expanding markets and rising customer expectations. This compels them to lower total costs in the entire supply chain, reduce inventories, expand product choice, improve quality and efficient coordinate globe demand, supply and production.
In real life, due to the inevitable measurement inaccuracy, the exact values of the measured quantities are not known and so the parameters of the problem are usually defined by the decision maker in an uncertain way. Therefore, it is desirable to consider the knowledge of experts about the parameters as fuzzy data. Bellman and Zadeh(1970) [1] proposed the concept of decision making in fuzzy environments. By adopting this concept to a mathematical programming problem, Tanaka and Asai [2] proposed a formuation of fuzzy linear programming with fuzzy constraints and gave a method for its solution which bases on inequality relations between fuzzy numbers. Zimmermann [3] proposed the first formulation of Fuzzy Linear Programming Problem(FLPP).
The most common concept used in almost all these studies is ranking of fuzzy numbers. In order to rank fuzzy numbers, one fuzzy number needs to be compared with the others, but it is difficult to determine clearly which of them is larger or smaller. Numerous methods have been proposed in literature to rank fuzzy numbers [4, 5, 6] .
Though fuzziness in decision making problems has been studied by various researchers who viewed the goals as fuzzy sets, they are very limited in scope and in many cases, do not represent the real problem very well. In practice, due to insufficiency of the information available, it is not easy to describe the fuzzy constraint conditions by ordinary fuzzy sets and the evaluation of membership and non-membership values upto decision maker's satisfaction is not always possible.
Consequently, there remains an indeterministic part of which hesitation survives. In such situations, the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set(IFS) theory introduced by Atanassov [7] seems to be applicable to address this issue of uncertainty. Burillo et al [8] proposed the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy number and studied perturbations of intuitionistic fuzzy number and the properties of the correlation between these numbers. On the front of ranking intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, some work has been reported in the literature. Mitchell [9] considered the problem of ranking a set of intuitionistic fuzzy numbers to define a fuzzy rank and a characteristic vagueness factor for each intuitionistic fuzzy number.
Kumar et al [10] introduced a new method for solving fully fuzzy linear programming problems with equality constraints by using ranking function with triangular fuzzy numbers. Maleki et al [5, 11] also employed the method of ranking functions for solving fuzzy linear programming problems.
K.Ganesan and P.Veeramani [12] introduced a new type of fuzzy arithmetic for symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy numbers and proposed a method for solving fuzzy linear programming problems. B.S.Mahapatra and G.S.Mahapatra [13] have presented intuitionistic fuzzy fault tree analysis using trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number. This paper introduces a new concept to the optimization problem in an IF environment and a special ranking function to rank STIFN and explains a solution procedure for IFLPP in which the right hand side constants are STIFN by using Intuitionistic Fuzzy Simplex Method.
X

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, some basic concepts and preliminary work required for the current work are dicussed. 
1 otherwise 
case, it can be written as
can be written as The following lemma is now immediate:
Lemma 3.1
Let  be any linear ranking function. Then
Since there are many ranking functions for comparing IF numbers, a linear ranking function is introduced in this paper which is actually a ranking function  such that ( ) = ( ) ( )
Below a method of ranking STIFN is suggested which is actually a direct method for ranking classical intuitionistic fuzzy numbers.
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INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
In the framework of IFLPP, there are no additional assumptions about the nature of objective functions and constraints. According to different hypothesis being considered, distinct IFLP problems are obtained. 
, 
Properties of the IFLP Model
Here the objective function and the constraints are all linear functions. Linearity implies that the IFLPP must satisfy the following basic properties: 
Proportionality
This property requires the contribution of each decision variable in both the objective function and the constraints to be directly proportional to the value of the variable.
Additivity
This property requires the total contribution of all the variables in the objective function and in the constraints to be the direct sum of individual contributions of each variable.
Uncertainty
In the framework of IFLPP, there are no additional assumptions about the nature of objective functions and constraints. According to different hypothesis being considered, distinct IFLPPs are obtained. In IFLP model, the coefficients in the objective function and constraints are not always deterministic. This means that any one or all of these coefficients are unknown constants -a rare occurrence in real life and moreover, the vagueness is not of probabilistic kind, the inexact values can be determined by means of models using IF numbers.
Example
Medical imaging has been an active area of research where abnormalities are detected non invasively. But dealing with medical images is a challenging task. Due to the complexity in the images, many of the structures are hardly visible; various soft computing techniques are applied by different researchers to process medical images. In order to carry out this task, intuitive ways have been found out to interpret and describe the inherent ambiguity and vagueness in the medical images in terms of intuitionistic fuzzy set theory. The efficiency of the use of IFS theory in medical image processing can be demonstrated in the context of contrast enhancement, segmentation where the performance is observed to be much better.
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY SIMPLEX METHOD
An Intuitionistic Fuzzy Simplex Method seeks to solve a problem through a series of logical operations. Problems of the precision class are naturally restrictive and thus there arises a need for intuitionistic fuzzy algorithms applicable to IF situations.
The Proposed IF Simplex Method in Standard Form
The IFLPP is defined as
0.
I x  
The resource constraints in augmented form is given by
The augmented form of the objective function is 
The tabular format of the above IFLPP is presented in Table 1 . 
Pivoting
Main Results
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The Proposed Intuitionistic Fuzzy Simplex Algorithm
For the solution of any IFLPP by IF simplex algorithm, the existence of an initial IF basic feasible solution is always assumed.
The steps for the computation of an optimum solution are as follows: Step1 Check whether the objective function of the given IFLPP is to be maximized or minimized. It it is to be minimized, then it is converted into a problem of maximizing it by using the result
Step 2 Convert all the inequations of the constraints into equations by introducing slack and/or surplus variables in the constraints. Put the costs of these variables equal to zero.
Step 3 optimal. Otherwise go to step 5.
Step 5 
A Numerical Example
An example is presented to depict the working of the proposed IF simplex algorithm technique for solving IFLPP. Reddy Mikks produces both interior and exterior paints from two raw materials, M 1 and M 2 . The following table provides the required data of the problem: Table 2 It is noted that maximum daily availability of raw materials can vary from day to day due to breakdown of machines, delay supply, etc. At the same time, the maximum daily availability is some what close to 24 tons for M 1 and 6 tons for M 2 . Also, a market survey indicates that the daily demands of exterior and interior paints can also vary due to variations in the requirement of consumers. But it is expected that the daily demand for interior paint can not exceed that for exterior paint by more than 4 tons approximately. Also, the maximum daily demand for interior paint is some what close to 2 tons.
Reddy Mikks wants to determine the optimum (best) product mix of interior and exterior paints that maximizes the total daily profit.For the Reddy Mikks problem, it is necessary to determine the daily amounts to be produced of exterior and interior paints.
Since the maximum daily availability of raw materials M 1 and M 2 are uncertain, the daily amounts to be produced of exterior and interior paints will also be uncertain. So, the problem can be modelled as an intuitionistic fuzzy linear programming problem by using symmetric trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers for each uncertain value and solved using arithmetic operations on STIFN [15] . Therefore, according to the minimum ratio test given in the step 5 of the IF simplex algorithm, 3 I x  is a leaving variable. Now, after pivoting, the new table is given in Table 4 .
Table 4
Basis () x  is a leaving variable. Now, after pivoting, the new table is given in Table 5 . Table 5 
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